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YOUNIQUE DAILY·YOU liquid 
collagen shot

Sip smart and glow strong with this delicious 

dose of inner beauty for skin that appears 

smoother, brighter, and more youthfully radiant. 

It perfectly complements your skin care with 

marine collagen so you can feel good while you 

look good.

(15 count) $59 USD | $71 CAD

(30 count) $99 USD | $119 CAD

MONTH SUPPLY SUBSCRIPTION*

(30 count) $89 USD | $107 CAD

—

* Auto-renews every 28 days.
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DIP & DRAW eyeliner

An ultra-fine, easy-to-use applicator gives you 

the control to get anything from fine lines to a 

look that’s fiercely feline.

$22 USD | $27 CAD

MOODSTRUCK PRECISION pencil 
eyeliner

This long-wear eyeliner in two hues speads 

smoothly and beautifully along the lash line.

$16 USD | $19 CAD

MOODSTRUCK magnetic eyeliner

Move aside, lash glue! Use this lovely eyeliner 

with MOODSTRUCK magnetic lash for a firm 

hold while embellishing your lash line.

$36 USD | $44 CAD

EYES

MOODSTRUCK magnetic lash

Whether you’re after a more natural look or red 

carpet-ready glam, these two distinct lash styles 

deliver voluminous, sultry beauty every time.

Encouraging: $35 USD | $42 CAD

Inspiring: $35 USD | $42 CAD
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MOODSTRUCK pressed shadow 
single compact

$19 USD | $23 CAD

YOUNIQUE 8 palette

$17 USD | $21 CAD

YOUNIQUE 25 palette*

$26 USD | $32 CAD

* Palette only. Shadows sold separately.

MOODSTRUCK pressed shadow 
quad palette

$54 USD | $65 CAD

MOODSTRUCK liquid shadow

Creamy, elegant, and highly pigmented, this 

shadow easily builds up and blends out for a 

look that catches every eye in the room.

$27 USD | $33 CAD

MOODSTRUCK ADDICTION 
shadow palette

This versatile compact comes packed with 

high-quality shadows and many color story 

combinations.

$50 USD | $60 CAD

MOODSTRUCK pressed shadow 
refill

Build a custom shadow palette with any color 

selection of pressed shadows or snag a single 

compact of your favorite hue.

$15 USD | $18 CAD

MOODSTRUCK ESTEEM lash serum

The daily lash serum that helps create the 

appearance of thicker-, fuller-, longer-looking lashes.

$25 USD | $30 CAD

EYES
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MOODSTRUCK sculpt and style 
brow pencil

This beauty lover’s must-have creates anything 

from natural-looking to boldly defined brows with 

maximum precision.

$24 USD | $29 CAD

MOODSTRUCK duo brow palette

Pick two different colors and style your brows 

with both substance and dimension using the 

two-tone duality of this brow palette.

$36 USD | $44 CAD

MOODSTRUCK eye primer

Prime eyelids and brows for extended, 

smudge-proof wear.

$25 USD | $30 CAD
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MOODSTRUCK EPIC twisted 
mascara

You don’t have to choose between drama 

and precision with this mascara—two brushes 

mean you can coat every last lash exactly how 

you want to.

$29 USD | $35 CAD

MOODSTRUCK EPIC 4D one-step 
fiber mascara

Get your most fully charged lashes yet with a 

one-step fiber mascara that delivers the ultimate 

in lash volume, length, and lift.

$31 USD | $37 CAD

MOODSTRUCK EPIC lash primer

Prep for the ultimate lash impact with a primer 

formulated to condition and prime your natural 

lashes for improved mascara performance.

$26 USD | $32 CAD

EYES

MOODSTRUCK EPIC mascara

The easy-to-apply iconic lash legend with a 

reputation for adding dramatic volume, length, 

and definition.

$26 USD | $32 CAD
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TOUCH GLORIOUS face primer

Create a smooth, velvety canvas for any 

foundation application.

$41 USD | $50 CAD

TOUCH GLORIOUS hydrating face 
primer

This two-in-one hydrating primer not only 

extends the wear of your foundation, but also 

provides your skin with the hydration it’s been 

craving.

$36 USD | $44 CAD

TOUCH GLORIOUS mattifying face 
primer

This primer extends the wear of your foundation 

while reducing the appearance of shine and 

pore size.

$36 USD | $44 CAD

TOUCH BEHOLD prime and set 
powder

This velvety-soft marvel effortlessly glides over 

skin and makeup, helping to blur the appearance 

of fine lines and imperfections.

$40 USD | $48 CAD

TOUCH BEHOLD prime and set mist

Prime it, set it, and forget it. Brave all-day 

meetings or endless errands with refreshing 

bursts of this two-in-one formula to extend your 

makeup wear.

$40 USD | $48 CAD
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YOUNIQUE TOUCH stick foundation

Easy to apply and ready for effortless touch-ups, 

this velvety medium-coverage foundation is 

ready when you are.

$44 USD | $53 CAD

YOUNIQUE TOUCH spray 
foundation

Help hide imperfections with this full coverage—

yet lighter-than-air—aerosol foundation.

$44 USD | $53 CAD

YOUNIQUE TOUCH serum+ 
foundation

This lightweight foundation combines skin care 

with buildable coverage for everyday natural 

looks or fuller coverage your skin will love.

$42 USD | $50 CAD

YOUNIQUE TOUCH skin solution 
concealer

Whether you’re spot-concealing or adding 

dimension to your complexion, this high-coverage, 

good-for-you concealer is up to the task.

$30 USD | $36 CAD

YOUNIQUE TOUCH complexion+ 
pressed powder foundation

This delightful powder foundation combines 

coverage and power with a good-for-you formula 

for looks that last.

$40 USD | $48 CAD

YOUNIQUE TOUCH matte bronzer

Show off a healthy, sun-kissed complexion by 

creating a gorgeous, goddess-like glow with 

any one of these warming hues.

$33 USD | $40 CAD

MOODSTRUCK pressed blusher

Add an innocent flush to your cheeks with this 

pressed powder blush that delivers a healthy-

looking glow.

$25 USD | $30 CAD

YOUNIQUE TOUCH fusion 
highlighter

This buildable, blendable, buttery soft dual 

formula helps curate the look you love—from a 

subtle sheen to unmistakable brilliance.

$32 USD | $39 CAD

FACE
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TOUCH BEHOLD translucent setting 
powder

Seal your makeup with a soft-focus effect for a 

glamorous look that won’t let you down.

$40 USD | $48 CAD

BB FLAWLESS complexion enhancer

Lightweight and natural-looking, this sheer 

foundation is bound to become your dewy 

complexion go-to.

$41 USD | $50 CAD

FACE
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LUCRATIVE lip gloss

Build up this lippie to create a bold, beautiful 

hue that looks fabulous on its own or paired with 

your favorite lipstick.

$19 USD | $23 CAD

MOODSTRUCK OPULENCE matte 
lipstick

This innovative, top-of-the-line formula delivers 

a rich, matte finish that looks fresh and fabulous 

all day.

$26 USD | $32 CAD

MOODSTRUCK PRECISION lip liner

Glide these smooth liners over your lips to 

control the appearance of the size and shape of 

your pout with beautiful, full-coverage, all-day 

pigment.

$19 USD | $23 CAD

MOODSTRUCK OPULENCE creamy 
lipstick

Spice up your look—and your day—with an 

intense pop of color that’s never tacky and 

glides on like velvet.

$26 USD | $32 CAD

MOODSTRUCK SPLASH liquid 
lipstick

Make a splash with silky liquid lipsticks in daring, 

supremely pigmented colors.

$28 USD | $34 CAD

MOODSTRUCK HOTTIE lip plumper

An innovative plumping matrix specially 

formulated to contribute to a perkier-looking 

pout.

$27 USD | $32 CAD

MOODSTRUCK lip exfoliator

Prepare your lips for smoother application with 

this sugary-sweet lip exfoliator.

$22 USD | $27 CAD

YOUNIQUE WEEKEND lip butter

Let this lightweight, creamy lip butter glide 

across your pout to add a pop of beautiful color 

and a cooling effect your lips will love.

$23 USD | $28 CAD

LIPS
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YOU·OLOGY eye mask

This fast fix for fresh eyes is full of 

good-for-you ingredients that leave 

your skin appearing brighter and 

smoother.

(30 pairs) $49 USD | $59 CAD

MONTH SUPPLY SUBSCRIPTION*

(60 pairs) $88 USD | $106 CAD

—

* Auto-renews every 28 days.
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YOU·OLOGY night cream

Add any three boosters* to this night cream to 

target your skin’s specific needs and let it do the 

heavy lifting while you catch some Zs.

$52 USD | $63 CAD

YOU·OLOGY day moisturizer

Add any three boosters* to this moisturizing 

base to help build a custom daily routine with 

this luxurious day moisturizer.

$52 USD | $63 CAD

YOU·OLOGY cleanser

Add any three boosters* to this cleansing base 

for a personalized cleanser tailored to your skin 

care needs.

$41 USD | $50 CAD

YOU·OLOGY serum

This must-have serum works double duty, 

moisturizing your skin while helping target your 

specific skin concerns with your choice of any 

three boosters*.

$68 USD | $82 CAD

YOU·OLOGY lip mask

Each soothing, smoothing application nourishes 

lips instantly to beat dryness and give your lips a 

luscious look.

$25 USD | $30 CAD

YOU·OLOGY perfecting mask

Take your face to the spa with this conditioning, 

smoothing mask that helps your skin appear 

more polished and flawless.

$51 USD | $62 CAD

YOU·OLOGY exfoliating mask

Gently exfoliate to reveal healthier-looking skin 

and smaller-looking pores.

$51 USD | $62 CAD

YOU·OLOGY hydrating mask

Leave this mask on for 10 minutes—or even 

overnight—to help combat the downsides of 

dry skin.

$51 USD | $62 CAD

YOU·OLOGY oil control mask
Mattify oily-looking or shiny skin and minimize 

the appearance of pores for a clearer-looking 

complexion.

$51 USD | $62 CAD

YOU·OLOGY brightening mask

Visibly brighten and improve appearance of skin 

tone with this golden peel-off mask.

$51 USD | $62 CAD

YOU·OLOGY

* For details about YOU·OLOGY boosters please visit youniqueproducts.com
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YOU·OLOGY brightening serum

Turn up your radiance with a serum that leaves 

your skin feeling smooth, refreshed, and 

hydrated.

$80 USD | $96 CAD

YOU·OLOGY anti-aging serum

Firmer-looking skin is at your fingertips with this 

lightweight serum.

$80 USD | $96 CAD

YOU·OLOGY UPLIFT beauty oil

Uplift and condition your skin for a smoother, 

healthier-looking complexion.

$76 USD | $92 CAD

YOU·OLOGY eye cream

Apply around eyes to help reduce the 

appearance of dark circles, fine lines, and 

wrinkles.

$61 USD | $74 CAD

YOU·OLOGY rose water toning 
spritz

Experience a light, fragranced finish. Available in 

two sizes.

50 ml: $30 USD | $36 CAD

100 ml: $40 USD | $48 CAD

YOU·OLOGY cleansing balm

Designed to melt away your makeup—and your 

worries—for a refreshing cleanse your skin will 

love.

$50 USD | $60 CAD

YOU·OLOGY cleansing cloths

Leave your skin feeling soft, smooth, and 

makeup-free with these nourishing cloths.

$21 USD | $26 CAD

YOU·OLOGY liquid makeup remover

Save time and skip the rinse with this non-

greasy, good-for-your-skin makeup remover.

$29 USD | $35 CAD

YOU·OLOGY
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BEACHFRONT body 
cream

Add this moisture-trapping formula 

to your beach bag to give your skin 

a luscious-looking glow as it helps 

smooth and hydrate.

$42 USD | $51 CAD

BEACHFRONT tanning 
drops

Turn your favorite moisturizer into 

a custom self-tanner that nourishes 

your skin while delivering a 

luminous, golden glow.

$39 USD | $47 CAD
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YOUNIQUE powder puff brush

Enjoy the soft, gentle sensation as you sweep 

this cloud-like brush across your skin, delicately 

applying your powder for an even, streak-free 

finish.

$33 USD | $40 CAD

YOUNIQUE angled fan brush

Say goodbye to uneven, streaky, or cakey 

makeup with this brush that beautifully blends 

any cream or powder.

$32 USD | $39 CAD

YOUNIQUE sculpting brush

For killer contour, this brush cozies up to your 

bone structure as it buffs away streaks and 

chisels out natural-looking definition.

$32 USD | $39 CAD

YOUNIQUE eyeliner brush

Say hello to your new go-to tool for precision 

eyeliner application and master natural to 

dramatic liner looks. 

$12 USD | $14 CAD

YOUNIQUE tapered blusher brush

Blend and buff for a perfect blush.

$26 USD | $32 CAD

YOUNIQUE powder/concealer brush

Apply powder and concealer with this double-

ended brush.

$43 USD | $52 CAD

YOUNIQUE kabuki brush

Experience your best foundation application with 

this incredibly versatile brush.

$33 USD | $40 CAD

YOUNIQUE liquid foundation brush

Recessed for seamless, controlled foundation 

application.

$33 USD | $40 CAD

YOUNIQUE contour brush

Achieve flawless dimension for targeted 

contouring and beautiful sculpting with bronzers, 

powders, liquids, and creams.

$33 USD | $40 CAD

YOUNIQUE setting powder brush

Widely dispersed synthetic bristles feel luxurious 

and leave a smooth finish—perfect for any 

setting powder.

$30 USD | $36 CAD

TOOLS
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YOUNIQUE cream shadow brush

Get smooth blending and creaseless application.

$16 USD | $20 CAD

YOUNIQUE liner/shader brush

Create smooth, even lines and blend shadow for 

a diffused finish.

$19 USD | $23 CAD

YOUNIQUE angled shadow/sponge 
brush

Effectively apply and blend shadows with this 

double-ended brush.

$16 USD | $20 CAD

YOUNIQUE crease brush

Blend shadows with expertly placed precision.

$16 USD | $20 CAD

YOUNIQUE deluxe brush

Uniformly cover the whole lid for easy color 

application.

$18 USD | $22 CAD

YOUNIQUE fluffy crease brush

A mix between our fluffiest eye brush and a 

denser, stiffer eye brush.

$19 USD | $23 CAD
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YOUNIQUE blending brush

Ideal for blending eyeshadows or creating a 

smoky eye.

$19 USD | $23 CAD

YOUNIQUE spoolie brow artist 
brush

Easily even out unruly eyebrows.

$20 USD | $24 CAD

YOUNIQUE false lash applicator

Precision and ease await when applying your 

MOODSTRUCK magnetic lash with this easy-to-

use applicator.

$14 USD | $17 CAD

YOUNIQUE brow artist brush

Flawlessly line and sculpt your brows.

$20 USD | $24 CAD

YOUNIQUE blending buds

These beauty sponges offer effortless blending 

with smooth, easy control.

$18 USD | $22 CAD

YOUNIQUE lash curler

Prep your lashes to get the most out of your 

mascara.

$18 USD | $22 CAD

YOUNIQUE brush cleaner

Ultra-innovative, no-water-needed brush cleaner.

$20 USD | $24 CAD

YOUNIQUE eye cream applicator

A double-ended applicator that easily spreads 

and massages YOU·OLOGY eye cream into the 

skin around the eye area.

$16 USD | $20 CAD

TOOLS
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